wants to democratize the WTO by opening the process to special-interest groups. However, it is important to understand how doing so will change the structure of representation within the WTO. The potential winners from free trade greatly outnumber the losers. However, contrary to their claims, the losers from globalization do have representation in the WTO. The have three places to block the USTR's actions: the president, the Senate, and the House. Any settlement reached by the USTR is structured so as not to alienate possible opposition coalitions in Congress. As Congress increases its involvement in trade policy, the interests of MNCs and consumers are increasingly ignored. Opening the WTO by including NGOs in the negotiation process could potentially pull outcomes even further from the interests of the majority and toward the interests of unelected special interests. This is because the losers from globalization have the biggest incentives to organize and participate.

Congress originally delegated trade negotiating authority to the president in 1934 precisely to isolate decisions from special interests. It recognized then, as it does now, that if the process is more open, it is more difficult to reach free trade agreements. Opening the WTO to special interests would almost certainly result in is the stagnation of further talks to liberalize world trade. As Marge Simpson said of participatory democracy, "I guess one person can make a difference, but perhaps they shouldn't be able to."

Notes

5. As of April 2000
6. This terminology has changed recently; see the WTO web site: http://www.wto.org/.
7. For a fuller description of the MFN rule, see “Trading into the Future” by the WTO (1999).
9. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for making this point
12. Note that the U.S. government also aids its farmers but through direct payments. However, through the WTO’s “green box” policy, these are labeled as nontrade distorting payments because—unlike subsidies—they are decoupled from production.
13. For a fuller description of the footwear and other cases, see McGillivray and Schiller, “The Political Geography of Lobbying.”
14. Ibid.
15. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for making this point.
17. The Simpsons, FOX Network.